
 

 

 

 

MARK WINN - CURRICULUM PLAN MUSIC YEAR 9 

 

1) DANCE MUSIC - Exploring Rhythm, Chords and Metre in Music for Dance 

Dance music takes an explorative look into rhythm, chords, and metre in a variety of different types, 
styles, and genres of dance music.  By exploring the characteristic musical features of dance music 
from different times and places, pupils will understand the important connection between the steps, 
movement, and formation of the dance and how these are inter-related within musical features such 
as time, metre, rhythms, and chords in the music. The unit is entirely flexible in delivery with several 
lesson pathways and may be delivered as a ‘double unit’ over an entire term, culminating in pupil’s 
creating and promoting their own Club Dance track.  From simple marches in 2/4 time, to waltzes in 
3/4 time, The Baroque Dance Suite to Latin Dance: The Tango, from Country and Western music that 
accompanies American Line Dance to Irish Folk Music used for the Irish Jig and Reel and modern 
improvised dance music such as Disco and Club Dance. To gain a deeper understanding of dance 
music, it’s a good idea to watch brief performances of the chosen dance music genre ‘in action’ or 
even attempt basic dance routines and steps with pupils, along with performing, composing, 
listening, and appraising activities: all fully resourced below. The emphasis throughout the unit is on 
the characteristic rhythms, time signatures and metre (simple and compound time) and use of chords 
(primary and seventh chords) in a range of dance music from different times and places. 
 
2) SOUNDTRACKS - Exploring Film Music 
The unit begins with an introduction into the purpose of film music and the decisions and challenges 
a composer of film music faces. Leitmotifs are an important aspect of film music and pupils explore 
how composers have used these to represent certain characters and situations within films and how, 
through the manipulation of the elements of music, these can be changed to suit different on-screen 
situations. The unit has several “Lesson Pathways” allowing teachers to focus on some of several film 
music genres in detail.  While the focus of this unit is on creating and composing, there are 
opportunities for pupils to critically engage with a range of film music through listening and 
appraising, together with some performing activities of famous film themes and leitmotifs. The James 
Bond Film Music Project is one such popular pathway where pupils perform the James Bond Leitmotif 
and Themes before using these in a soundtrack composition for the newest James Bond film trailer. 
Another popular pathway is to focus on the music in horror films using one of the “Haunted House” 
videos as a stimulus for a soundtrack composition. The Mr. Winn Soundtracks Composing Videos 
Bank contains several short suitable films with an on-screen timer throughout where pupils' 
construction of a storyboard/cue sheet and ultimately a complete soundtrack composition. 
 



3) COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME MUSIC - Exploring Global Computer and Video Game Music. 
This unit can be delivered in several ways depending on the resources, in terms of music technology, 
available.  The unit can be effectively delivered solely through using a standard range of classroom 
instruments – tuned and untuned percussion and is enhanced by having keyboards with a range of 
voices, tones and timbres and sound effects.  Alternatively, ICT can be used when pupils create their 
own computer and video game music.  The unit begins by looking at Character Themes in computer 
and video game music before pupils move on to explore ways in which Character Themes can be 
developed and changed for different atmospheres and scenarios within computer and video games. 
The characteristic musical features of computer and video game music: jumping bass lines, staccato 
articulation, chromatic movement, and syncopation are included as musical knowledge through 
composing and performing tasks. Sound effects are then explored and pupils either perform or 
create a range of sound effects to match common actions and cues within games.  Finally, the unit 
ends with optional pathways of pupils undertaking a performance project based on a computer or 
video game theme or creating a musical score/soundtrack for a computer or video game creating 
their own ground theme and sound effects which can be presented in a final “Dragon’s Den” style 
presentation/assessment. 
 
4) NEW DIRECTIONS - Exploring ways to develop music from small ideas in twentieth century music.  
New Directions takes an in-depth exploration of two of the many various styles, movements, and 
genres of twentieth century music: minimalism and expressionism. The unit can be delivered solely 
through a “minimalism pathway” focusing on the compositional rhythmic and melodic devices and 
conventions of minimalist composers and their work or, alternatively, by an “expressionism pathway” 
later in the unit, where pupils explore serialist compositional techniques such as note/tone rows and 
hexachords. Both lesson pathways explore how composers develop compositions from small starting 
points: motifs/cells or note/tone rows, and how these can be extended, developed, and varied using 
musical devices such as augmentation, diminution, retrograde, inversion and retrograde inversion. 
Through exploring a wide range of music from the minimalist and expressionist styles, pupils learn 
about common trends in twentieth century music such as the use of different tonalities, 
chromaticism, dissonance and extremes of pitch and dynamics as well as how composers use 
unusual and experiments timbres, sonorities, sounds and instruments within their work, which pupils 
are encouraged to explore and use in their own performances, improvisations and compositions to 
get a feel “of the style” in which they are exploring. 
 
5) SAMBA - Exploring Rhythms and Performing as an Ensemble 
This unit introduces the polyrhythmic style of Latin-American Samba and revises, and revisits may 
key concepts concerning rhythm, beat and pulse from pupil’s learning including features such as 
polyrhythms, cyclic rhythms, syncopation, ostinato and call and response. The experience of 
performing together as a class or larger group ensemble aims to give pupils the exhilaration and 
physical impact of ensemble percussion music. The unit is based around a flexible class Samba piece 
- an arrangement of Bellini’s “Samba de Janeiro” where original melodic parts have been adapted and 
Samba percussion rhythms added to form various sub-sections: Intro, Groove, Breaks, Mid-Sections 
and Coda which are learned over a series of lessons and “added to” as the unit progresses.  The Form 



and Structure of this arrangement of “Samba de Janeiro” follows the traditional layout of a piece of 
Samba including sections which feature call and response, syncopation, and the opportunity for 
rhythmic improvisation within an overall structure. During the unit, pupils learn about the timbres 
and sonorities of instruments within a Samba band, how Samba has influenced popular music and 
through music theory and dictation explore the effect that syncopation has on music. 
 
6) WHAT MAKES A GOOD SONG? - Exploring Popular Songs and Musical Arrangements 
This unit begins by exploring ‘What Makes a Good Song?’ through practical musical investigation of 
two ‘good’ songs as case studies: “Shape of You” by Ed Sheeran and “Shotgun” by George Ezra.  Pupils 
explore Hooks/Riffs, Structure, Melody and Lyrics through listening and analysis and performing 
parts of each song as short musical arrangements. Pupils learn about the importance of Hooks and 
Riffs, Popular Song Structure, and the various difference components/sections within, Melodic 
Motion (Conjunct and Disjunct Motion) and Lyrics within both these case studies and a range of other 
popular songs. Lead Sheet notation is used throughout the unit and pupils are encouraged to 
confidently navigate around lead sheets evaluating what musical information is, and is not, included 
in this form of notation. The unit ends with pupils creating their own musical arrangement of a 
popular song from a Lead Sheet in their chosen style/genre.  This concept of “cover version” is 
explored by listening and examining a range of different musical arrangements of the same song for 
stylistic and elemental changes.   Pupils are encouraged to explore the resources available to them, 
the musical information included (and not included) on their lead sheet and to manipulate, refine 
and adapt existing (and include new) musical material to create their final arrangement. 


